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Introduction:
Four years and the war is still going on in Syria, with the loss of more Palestinian
refugee victims, that required the monitoring and documentation team of the AGPS to
document all Palestinian Syrian victims regardless their political affiliation or
positions.
The Group managed to document "2596" Palestinian victims were killed directly due
to Bombing, clashes, torture in detention centers, explosions, siege, and others were
killed indirectly; such as sinking while trying to reach Europe by what has become
known as "Death Boats".
2596 victims distributed on all Palestinian refugee camps in Syria; such as Daraa in
the north, Khan Dannon, Khan Al Sheih, Al Sayeda Zainab, Yarmouk, Jermana,
Sbeina, Husseneia, Al Aedein in Homs and Hama, AL Raml, Handarat and Al Nairab
in the south, in addition to the victims who died outside the camps in various Syrian
cities, and who died outside Syria.

It is worth mentioning that this report concerns about documenting the statistics of
the Palestinian refugee victims in Syria since the beginning of events till the end of
December 4014, with no concern about identifying the actual doer.
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 2596 Palestinian Syrian Victims were documented till the end of December
2014; including 46 refugees died outside of Syria:
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Figure “1”

 The distribution of Palestinian Syrian victims who died outside of Syria till
the end of December 2014:
46 Palestinians died outside Syria, including 15 in Egypt, 6 in Malta, 6 in Greece, 5
in Lebanon, 4 in Turkey, 3 in Palestine, 2 in Italy, 3 in Libya, a refugee in Sweden,
and a refugee in Cyprus.
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 The distribution of Palestinian victims who died till the end of December
2014 according to the Syrian cities:
According to the statistics documented by the AGPS, 2550 Palestinian victims were
documented inside Syria till the end of December 2014. 1143 refugees died in
Damascus, 689 were killed in Damascus suburb, 277 in Daraa, 169 in Aleppo, 62
in the borders and different areas, 92 in Homs, 34 in Hama, 32 in Lathakeia, 30 in
Qunaitra, 19 in different Palestinian camps in Aleppo, most of them in Idlib during
their compulsory military service in PLA, as they were executed in a horrible
massacre on 11-7-2012, in addition to 3 victims in Souaidaa.
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Figure “3”

 The distribution of Palestinian victims who died till the end of December 2014
according to Palestinian camps and compounds in Syria:

1744 Palestinian refugees died till the end of December 2014 were directly targeted
inside their caps and compounds in Syria, as 1011 refugees died in the Yarmouk camp
in Damascus, 188 in Daraa south of Syria, 99 in Husseneia, 94 in Khan Al Sheih
camp in Damascus suburb, 58 in Sbeina camp in Damascus suburb, 60 in Al Nairab
camp in Aleppo, 41 in Sayeda ZAinab camp, 42 in Al Aedein camp in Homs, 24 in
Jermana camp in Damascus suburb, 21 in Muzaireib compound in Daraa, 22 in AL
Aedein camp in Hama, 17 in Al Raml camp in Lathakeia, 16 in Khan Dannon Camp
in Damascus suburb, 6 in Theiabeia compound in Damascus suburb, and 3 victims in
Rokn Al Dein compound in Damascus suburb.
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Figure “4”

 Distribution of Palestinian victims who died till the end of December 2014
according to the reasons of death:

2596 Palestinian refugees died in Syria till the end of December 2014 for various
reasons, as the bombing was the reason of the death of 985 refugees, including 33
were killed due to the chemical bombing that targeted their areas. Meanwhile, 532
refugees were killed during the clashes, 285 due to torture in the Syrian regime
prisons, 267 by sniper shot, 158 due to the strict siege imposed on the Yarmouk camp,
84 were field executed, 68 were targeted, 58 were documented as unknown according
to their families well, 35 were killed after being kidnapped, 39 were sank, 27 by
Israeli fire, 68 were killed due to various reasons such as white weapon, burn,
building collapsing, and suffocating.
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 Conclusion:
It is worth mentioning that the previous statistics were done by the AGPS
documentation and statistics team, as the numbers are likely to increase because of
the tense situation there that preventing the documentation of all cases, where many
residents are reluctant to communicate with authorities about human rights for fear
of harassment, as well as the difficulty of moving and communications also
preventing, in many cases, without collecting adequate information about the victims.
In addition to that there are a large number of missing people who were lost during
the disaster sinking "boats of death" in the Mediterranean early on October 2013,
where hundreds of Palestinian Syrian refugees, who were on board, are still missing.
On the other hand, it should be noted that most of the reasons that led to the death of
2596 Palestinian victims, still exist, since many Palestinian refugee camps are still
exposed to Shelling between now and then in addition to the continued strict siege on
the Yarmouk camp.
Thus, the Group confirms that this report concerns on documenting the statistics of
the Palestinian refugee victims in Syria since the beginning of the events till the end of
December 2014, with no concern about identifying the actual doer.
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